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Asbestos: the Hidden Killer





Integrated approach to accidents
Extract from " Our Healthier Nation " 1999





HSE Board : extracts from Triennial 
Review 2014 by Martin Temple 

 "While I found that the HSE Board was overall 
adequately fulfilling its role, it was not described 
by anyone as dynamic or an example of best 
practice.........

I fully support the need for HSE Board members 
who have experience of, direct contact with and 
preferably are currently active in, the relevant ‘user 
interests’, including employers, employees and 
local authorities, as envisioned by Robens"



HSE Mythbusters Panel
Stop check

If you have a concern or complaint about workplace health and safety, this is not something the panel can 
consider. However, guidance on raising a workplace health and safety concern or a complaint is available.





“For most small, low-risk businesses you require 
nothing more or less than a bit of common sense 

to ensure your employees don’t get harmed while 
they are at work.



Views on Common Sense

"Common sense is not so common" Voltaire

"Common sense is the collection of prejudices acquired by 
age 18" Einstein

" Common sense tells us that the world is flat, that the sun 
goes around the earth, that heavy bodies always fall faster 
than light bodies, that boats made of iron will sink" Stuart 
Chase

" We know that the war against intelligence is always 
waged in the name of common sense" Roland Barthes



"Common sense" versus "Competence"





The "Vicious Circle of Regulation"

(1) Disaster strikes

(2) New regulations/ regulatory agency introduced 
( can be disproportionate to problem)

(3) Risks successfully contained

(4) Regulation/ regulator disproportionately 
reduced in scope

(5) New disaster strikes
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